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Christophe Pralong. Graduated HEC 1980, former President of the “Comité des étudiants”, had a vision:

“The world would be a better place for all, if each of us contributed to its development by bringing his knowledge and a little bit of himself (or herself).”

And thus Christophe left in the ‘80s for Niger to work for a United Nations Programme. Life did not leave him time to carry out his dreams but the Prix founded in 2007 to honour his memory perpetuates his vision of a more equitable and better world.

🌟 How?

The Prix C. Pralong is intended to help the students to carry out a social, entrepreneurial or academic project in an emerging country or one of the new members of the European Union.

All types of projects are welcome, including case studies of an academic type or internships in a UN organization or a local NGO.

It is essential that a local sojourn in the chosen country be necessary to the project's realization.

🌟 How much?

The amount of the Prix Pralong is up to Frs 10'000. ±

🌟 Examples?

We funded a corn mill in an orphanage in Burkina Faso; a warehouse for medicinal plants in Vietnam; a mission of support for the children of Madagascar; a study of micro rural irrigation in Niger; a workshop/school to teach fashion design in the Ivory Coast; public ecological toilets in the rice fields of Haiti; cinema solidaire in Madagascar, etc.

🌟 Who?

The Prix Pralong is opened to students in “Bachelor”, “Master’s” or “PhD” degrees of HEC Lausanne, as well as to all other faculties of Swiss Universities and EPFL/EP.

The decisions are made by an independent Jury.

🌟 FOR MORE INFORMATION: prxpralong.org - info@prxpralong.org - facebook.com/prxpralong
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